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Factory Design Utilities for the Product Designer
Pete Strycharske
D3 Technologies

Learning Objectives





Gain understanding how Factory Design Utilities can be used for product designs,
not just factory layouts
Develop phantom-part design techniques to represent more complex assemblies
Utilize virtual components to represent and configure real components
Considerations for linking the concept model to the production models, BOM’s and
drawings

Description
What would you say if you could take a more-simplified concept model useful for quickly and
accurately quoting jobs and then utilize that same model to jump start your detailed engineering
design process? Sounds like a pretty great deal, right? If that's what you're thinking, then this
will be a great class for you! We'll explore using the Factory Design Utilities software to quickly
build concept models for the quoting and customer-presentation process. Specifically utilizing
the Factory Design Utilities Connector technologies lets us easily "snap build" models together
and transfer parameter values to maximize conceptual design efficiency. From there, we'll talk
specific structure, utilizing virtual components within the concept model to drive BOM creation
from real components, both standard library (non-changing) as well as custom-engineered parts
with their associated drawings. This lets us save time engineering the model and integrate with
data management systems, like Vault software.

Speaker
I’m an Implementation Consultant with D3 Technologies, an Autodesk Platinum Partner. This is
just a short way of saying that I support, train and provide general and specific mentoring /
consulting to our manufacturing customers. My specialties are AutoCAD, Inventor and the
Factory Design Utilities. I’ve been using AutoCAD and Inventor for well over a decade (2
decades for AutoCAD) and have been using working with the Factory Design Utilities since
2012. During the past couple of years, I’ve done much consulting with factory layouts and
efficiency and have been trying to push the envelope with what these tools can do. This course
is the culmination of the past 2 – 3 years of research and development with customer projects in
mind.
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Introduction – Why are we here?
The world keeps getting smaller and competition continues to grow every day. Customers
require more and more innovative solutions, while also expecting decreased delivery
timeframes. Companies are facing increasing pressures from Business and Engineering
Technology challenges.

Business Challenges
These challenges tend to affect the whole company, starting with the sales group and flow
through final delivery. Many suppliers need the ability to quickly produce accurate, highly
customizable quotes; often including some graphics / visualizations to engage the imagination
of the customer. Once the job is won, these conceptual designs must be quickly converted to
detailed, manufacturable models to feed into the downstream business systems. All this must
be accomplished within the limited pool of hours possessed by the engineering group, while
also counting on this same engineering group to produce the next generation of innovative
products.

Technical Challenges
The amount of detail within engineering models is often what drives the headaches in presales.
Models used for quotation require enough detail to properly convey the proposed solution and
how to interface with the existing environment, but ideally can also be quickly and easily
modified to meet customer needs. However, as more details are added to these conceptual
models, it can take more time to complete the quotation process in the necessary timeframe, so
fully engineered models often cannot be used. If a job is won, with the conceptual model, then
this design data must be captured and implemented into the engineering model.
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The Solution – What are we going to do about it?
There are several ways to automate engineering, fully automated models, skeletal models,
iLogic, but they typically still result in a largely fully detailed engineering model and may still not
be easily utilized for quotation models. Therefore, we’re proposing the following solution:
1. Utilize a special set of tools inside of Inventor (and AutoCAD) named the Factory Design
Utilities (FDU) to build models used for quoting and project scoping with the customer.
2. Embed these FDU models with detailed engineering meta data.
3. When the project is secured, employ some custom programming to convert the FDU
models to detailed engineering models, including specific custom drawings, utilizing the
engineering meta data.

Factory Asset Layout for Quoting

Engineered Layout (with all the Components & Drawings) Based on Factory Layout
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Solution Components – How are we going to make this happen?
While we have determined that there is some flexibility with this approach, particularly with the
coding aspects (which we’ll look at later), there are some primary components that will be
required.
1. Factory Design Utilities, both assets and layout models.
2. Engineered generic models must be developed to serve as base models for the
configurable designs.
3. Parametric design techniques will be employed during the modeling process
4. Custom iProperties will be utilized to manage the downstream copying and management
of the base models.
5. Virtual components will be utilized to manage engineering meta data inside of the factory
assets.
6. iLogic rules and coding to completely manage the parametric models.
7. A custom add-in to more efficiently facilitate the entire process.

Factory Design Utilities – How do these fit in?
Factory Design Overview
Factory Design Utilities are a specialized set of tools that are built directly on top of AutoCAD,
Inventor and Navisworks that extend the core capability of each software. Initially designed with
industrial / factory applications in mind, these tools allow for models to be quickly placed and
oriented into a new layout drawing. These models, called factory assets, have unique flexibility
in the way they can be joined together and configured. I have broken down the factory
functionality in more detail below.

Factory Layout Building – Yugo Advantages!
One of the first things users notice with the factory layout is the floor object. This floor object,
while essentially the XY-Plane, does have some special properties. Asset models can
automatically mate to the floor plane, ensuring the proper position to the XY-origin plane.

Factory Floor Object

Factory Floor Mate with the Asset Model
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The next noticeable factory feature is the connectors used by the assets to construct the
layouts. These connectors allow for the assets to be “snap” built together. Not only are the
models easier to put together with the connectors, but constraints are generated to maintain the
model joinery.

Connectors predict model relationships

Connectors orient and build relationships between models
Asset models are the backbone of the factory world and can be constructed so that only the
required details are implemented. This controlled model simplification, allows larger layouts and
faster modifications. Assets are also published with the capability for models to be modified via
key parameters. Therefore, only the parameters that are sanctioned are made available for end
user modifications. Additionally, multi-value lists and iLogic can be utilized to ensure proper
values are applied in these key parameters.
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Factory Asset detail shown at the left, Engineering Model detail on the right

Example of iLogic rule to enforce design rules in the Asset
Perhaps my favorite feature of the factory design is the ability of the connectors to pass
parameter values between asset models. By using a customizable xml file, the mix of
parameters and assets can be adjusted so that only the desired parameters are transferred.
This ensures that important values are passed on to assets that get connected to the chain and
models can be automatically modified.

Asset Before Connection

Asset after the Connection
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Example XML file to control asset parameter passing via connectors

If the Factory Design Utilities are so Great, Why Not Just Use Them?
File Management – Factory Style
Factory assets are pulled from a robust library of models and yet each base asset model can be
reconfigured into many different variations. Inside of Inventor, this is not possible, so how does
Factory do this? The answer lies in the fact that each unique variation gets assigned a unique
identification character string. This unique configuration is also stored in the “Factory Assets”
folder at the root of the project file workspace. Therefore, any time a new asset configuration
matches an existing asset variation in the “Factory Assets” folder, the existing model is
referenced, in lieu of creating a new one. This behavior exists both in local and Vault
environments.
While this sounds great, and this functionality does work very well, there disadvantages in some
scenarios. If one is using part files as the asset model, then the unique identifier works
perfectly. However, if one uses assembly files for the asset model, each component and
subcomponent will also receive the unique identifier. This works just fine if each component in
an assembly is a custom part, but, almost every assembly has standard parts mixed in as well.
Since every part gets the unique identifier, inside the “Factory Assets” folder there could
potentially be many different versions of essentially the same part. This problem gets
compounded in the Vault, because now all those variations get checked in becomes difficult to
manage these parts.
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Assembly asset with normal components in Vault
The final major hurdle is that factory assets currently do not have the ability to store drawings.
Not only that, because the unique identifier switches every time an asset gets reconfigured,
there would have to be a lot of logic internal to the asset to ensure that the drawing is always
pointing to the proper asset model. This presents some big challenges for detailing internal
asset components.

Solution Component:
Virtual Components – These solve virtually all my problems (ALMOST)…
How they help
Virtual components are interesting entities within the Inventor universe and can serve a variety
of purposes. They are components that are created inside of and exist exclusively within an
assembly file and are not accessible outside of that assembly file, nor do the virtual components
reference external files. People typically utilize them to represent objects that don’t have a
geometric representation, like laminating glue or paint for example. However, we are using the
virtual components as storage vessels for engineering meta data that will eventually be used to
drive the quotes, engineering model parameter values and which engineering models to call into
the final model.
The main advantage in our workflow is that the Virtual Components do not create or reference
external components. Therefore, when we check an assembly asset model into Vault, only two
files are added. This dramatically reduces the footprint that these more complex assets take up
in Vault and eliminates the MANY potential replicated components with unique identifiers, that
really are all the same part.
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Assembly asset with phantom and virtual components
Another advantage is that we can control and configure the Virtual Part all within iLogic rules
within the assembly. This can save time on the front end, because all we’re doing is
manipulating the iProperties of the component, as there is no geometry to change anyway. This
is particularly useful when trying to generate quotes, where really the costing data is the critical
data anyway.

Assembly asset with virtual components and a view of the iProperties

What they cannot do…
For all the advantages that using Virtual Components offers, there are a couple of weaknesses
that prevent them from being the final solution to our challenge.
While not having all the added parts from the asset model getting checked into Vault is a good
thing in many respects, we want parts to be counted in Vault when they become an actual
engineering project. Because the parts only exist within the assembly, they are not tallied
outside of that assembly, cannot be used in Vault items and therefore cause downstream
problems, especially for users who link their Vault data to business and enterprise systems.
Secondly Virtual Components do not contain any geometry, so there’s nothing to display. While
this is okay for BOM and estimating purposes, eventually we must show the customer
something. This brings us to…
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Solution Component:
Phantom Parts – NOT scary, more like the friendly ghosts
What in the world is a phantom part and how does it help?
Phantom parts are really just regular parts that you model in the regular way within an Inventor
part file. The reason I’m calling them phantom parts is that we switch their BOM structure to be
“Phantom”, not due to some spectral phenomena. All this means is that when a phantom part is
placed into an assembly, we get the form, but all BOM data is excluded.

Phantom component BOM structure
This give us the advantage of creating a multi-body part that represents the overall assembly.
While we could us a shrinkwrap or derived part model of an assembly, the customizable part
models are often relatively easy to create, give us the ultimate freedom to decide how much
detail to present and allows us to “flex” the model as desired. Since we build this model, we
decide exactly how it will change and which parameter choices we offer the end user. We can
then in many respects overcome the age-old challenge of what can be produced and sold,
because we control the options and front-end design.
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Solution Component:
The Asset Package – Let’s put together what we’ve go so far
Asset Types – The best things come in 3’s
When we combine the factory asset capabilities, the virtual components & phantom parts we
come up with three primary combinations of asset models
Assets can come in the form of just a singular part model. This approach is used to display
singular pieces of equipment or to represent a customizable assembly. These models are
flexed using parameters and iProperty data is manipulated using iLogic rules.

Frame single part asset model
Assembly assets are utilized to represent more complex arrangements of components or
designs that possess specific subassemblies. As shown above, these are typically built with
phantom parts to represent the geometric aspect of the asset and virtual components to house
the engineering meta data. These virtual components can be used to point to further
customizable engineering models or standard models that are to be placed in the later
customizable base model.

Robot assembly asset with custom virtual components
Fully standard assets can be either part or assembly models that do are not fully customizable.
One can flex the models and alter the BOM properties, but in every way point to a standard
engineering model. Often the asset ends up representing a specific iAssembly child, for
example.

Cabinet assembly asset that represents an iAssembly standard component assembly
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Solution Component:
Base Models – Give me the details
Base Model Definition – What does base model even mean?
Base models are the name that we’ve given to the engineering models that contain the realworld, nitty-gritty details of the product design. Inside of an asset for example, we would never
dream of adding a fastener (or even show one). However, at some point, an engineering model
must call out the required fasteners and even display some of them, so that assemblers know
how to build the product. The base model is the template model that we’re using to convert the
asset model information into the final engineering model. These base models contain the detail
required for a full engineering parts list, are comprised of actual parts with fully modeling detail
and constrained together as required for the product to be built. Additionally, each part within
the design has a fully detailed drawing associated with the file.

How are the Base Models used?
Certain assets will have a custom iProperty that maps to a corresponding base model that is to
be copied when the designer is ready to transition from a custom quote job to a full engineering
job. The base model receives key parameters from the asset model, is flexed and then copied
to the job folder.

Solution Component:
iProperties & Key Parameters – Making the Inventor world go ‘round
iProperties – Doing big work out of the limelight
The iProperties perform very important functions with this process, in fact provide the
information necessary for the linking to occur. iProperties are the meta data stored within an
Inventor file and designate important information like the Part Number, Estimated Cost,
Description, etc., but besides this standard data, users can also store custom iProperties.
Custom iProperties are useful for a variety of reasons, but most significantly for controlling and
manipulating downstream processes. Here are some of the critical Custom iProperties that are
used for this solution:
-

“Base_Model_Path” – This iProperty is used by the asset model to identify which
Base Model is to be copied into an engineering model

Example values for Base_Model… custom iProperties
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-

“Base_Model_Type” – Used by the asset model to Identify which folder should be
created to store the copied engineering model
“Component_Type” – This is used inside of each engineered part and assembly to
identify if it is a “Standard” or “Custom” component. If the component is “Custom”
then a copy will be made, configured and placed into the engineering model. If the
component is “Standard” then the engineered component is simply referenced (NOT
copied) into the engineering model.

“Component_Type” custom iProperty shown in BOM view
-

In the Virtual Components, custom iProperties are also used to store what will
become parameter values to flex the copied base models.

Parameters (Key & Non-Key) – Flexing their muscles to shape the models
As this solution is built, in part, using core Inventor functionality, parameters perform their
normal functions for model creation and managing design intent. However, Key Parameters
serve a very important role as gate keepers for what end users can manipulate in the factory
asset model, as only the Key Parameters are made available for editing. This provides a great
level of control to ensure that only sanctioned asset models can be quoted and presented to the
client.
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Besides the general modeling parameters, there are some specific parameters that are utilized
to facilitate the process:
-

“NewFileNameLocation” – This parameter is used by the top-level base model
assemblies to determine where the model is to be copied and saved.
“NewFileNamePrefix” – This value will be used to create a unique filename for the
copied base model. Ultimately this parameter will be populated with the value of the
unique identifier from the corresponding asset model.

Solution Component:
iLogic – You must comply
Rules Based Design – Everyone’s happy when we follow the rules
iLogic is a built-in module of Inventor that allows users tremendous abilities to control and
manipulate parts, assemblies and drawings. These abilities range from passing assembly
parameter values down to parts, logical statements (If / Then, And / Or statements, etc.) to
conditionally control design changes to full API access to create and configure new documents.
We could hold several classes exploring iLogic capabilities and still just be scratching the
surface. In this process, iLogic has been utilized in several important ways.

Geometric Parameter Manipulation – The run of the mill application
When configuring models, one of the primary uses of iLogic is to flex geometric parameter
values behind the scenes. This is done in the phantom part representation of the asset
assemblies and when resizing the base model copies. At the front end, users modify certain
characteristics of the asset models, for example the length and width of the robot frame asset.
These values are captured and transferred to the base model, which is then flexed to produce
the final, correctly sized engineering model.

iLogic rule to control the geometry of the phantom robot model

Conditional Design Controls – Making everything all right
Another important application for iLogic is determining or controlling design configuration data.
Often this takes the form of logical statements, like If / Then statements, that determine
geometric parameter values when certain conditions are met. Conditional statements are also
used to modify iProperty values and / or manipulate the BOM for an assembly. Finally, iLogic
conditions are used to drive consistency and check against design limitations.
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There are several examples of each in this dataset. Minimum size rules are utilized in the robot
frame asset to ensure that parameter values are valid and design limitations are NOT violated.
Conditional rules are used to redefine the virtual components in the asset model, as well as
manipulate the BOM in the asset and base model assemblies.

API Integration – We’re in the weeds now
The Inventor Application Programming Interface (API) is the set of functionalities that is exposed
by Inventor for use by other programs, essentially the guts of Inventor. By utilizing the API,
users can write programs that automatically accomplish what users can do with picks and clicks
inside of Inventor. They can range from creating and manipulating part features, creating and
manipulating drawing views all the way to creating / copying new files and building them from
scratch. The API can be accessed inside of Inventor via iLogic or through external
programming applications like Visual Studio to create add-ins. This is about as advanced as
things get in Inventor.
Utilizing methods and properties from the API, we can reconfigure the base model drawings as
the copied engineering models are resized and reconfigured based on the asset model settings.
An advanced copy iLogic rule is placed inside of each base model assembly and is used to
control how components are copied and where they’re eventually stored in the engineering
folder location.

Portion of standard “Copy” iLogic rule that’s part of the update drawing routine

Solution Component:
Engineered Model Builder Add-In – The final piece of the puzzle
Add-ins – Why not just use iLogic
Since iLogic can utilize the capabilities from the Inventor API, the question becomes, why use
an add-in? What advantages do add-ins have over the iLogic functionality? These are
excellent questions and, in short, add-ins are mostly used to increase flexibility and improve
efficiency. On the front end the add-in offers the full range of programming functionality, we
used VB.NET, inside of a development environment for testing and debugging. Also, as more
functionality is desired the add-in can be expanded to maintain all the logic in one location,
which eliminates the need for keeping track of external rules. For users, an add-in provides a
button on the ribbon interface to activate the functionality when desired.
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Engineered Model Builder – What does it do?
Once a job has been secured and the engineering team is ready to from the quoting phase to
the detailed engineering phase, this add-in reads in the data from the assets in the quote layout
model, stores them and then passes them along to the corresponding base model. The add-in
will then launch the base model and kick off a generic iLogic rule called “Copy”, which will
handle the parameter transfer and do the work of copying all the parts to the new location. If the
asset does not have a base model, meaning it is a standard component, then the add-in will use
the “Standard_Model_Path” to ensure that the proper standard model is populated into the
assembly.

An example section of code from the Engineered Model Builder add-in
A bonus feature of the add-in, that we’re very excited about, is the ability to take the positional
and orientation values from the asset layout model and push those over to the final engineering
layout model, if the end user desires a layout model. This is powerful functionality if users must
add detailed components, like hose runs or piping between models, because they will already
be positioned based on the quote model but can of course be repositioned if desired as the
engineered models are merely grounded in place.
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Factory layout orientation

Resulting engineered layout orientation
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Solution Component:
Engineered Layout Model – The fruits of our labors
Engineered Layout Model – Why even build one
This is the really the end goal of most engineering processes, how do I get to the detailed
engineering model with the fewest number of steps and in the shortest amount of time. The
engineered model is the result of the transition from the factory layout model, via the copied
base models. The engineered model not only contains all the component detail and BOM
information, but also the detailed drawing package as well.

Resulting engineered Robot Frame Beam component

Corresponding Beam drawing
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Detailed Solution Walkthrough – Bringing order out of the chaos
The Quoting Phase – Securing the bid
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Start the appropriate Factory Layout template and begin placing assets
Reposition the assets as required in the layout
Modify the asset key parameters to resize and reconfigure the asset model
Run any custom costing rules that are applicable
Save the layout model
When ready to move to the engineering phase of the project, click on the “Engineered
Model Builder” add-in (designated as EMB from now on)

The Transition Phase – This is where the magic happens
1. Users must first decide on the location of Jobs Folder (where the job folder will be
created), the Job Number (the name of the folder to be created, whether to Create the
Eng Layout (should a corresponding engineering layout be constructed from the factory
layout) and if an engineering layout model is to be constructed, what is that File Name
a. If a user decides NOT to construct a corresponding engineering layout model,
the models will still be copied over to the Job Folder, there just won’t be an
engineered layout built.
b. If users decide to come back and construct the engineering layout later, then
each copied model will simply be overwritten and then placed into the proper
location in the engineering layout.
c. Each time the utility is run, the engineering layout will be overwritten. Users are
thus warned to check out the file from Vault.

Screen capture of the EMB interface
2. The EMB will cycle through each component in the factory layout, looking for two values:
the “Base_Model_Path” or “Standard_Model_Path” iProperty
3. If EMB doesn’t find either the “Base_Model_Path” or “Standard_Model_Path” iProperty,
then the component is NOT copied, but is simply placed in Engineering layout, if one is
created.
a. EMB will capture the component’s factory layout orientation and position matrix
and place it in the same location in the engineering layout
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4. If the EMB finds a component with the “Standard_Model_Path” iProperty, EMB will
locate the standard model specified by that path and place that into the engineering
model.
a. EMB will capture the component’s orientation and position matrix and place it in
the same location
5. If the EMB finds a component with the “Base_Model_Path” iProperty, EMB will locate the
base model specified by the path and commence the copying process.
a. If EMB cannot find the correct model specified in the “Base_Model_Path”
iProperty, the user is alerted via an error message and the process will fail.
1. This typically results from an incorrect path, but could mean that the
model is missing in the correct location.
b. EMB will extract the following information from the factory asset (part model or
top-level assembly asset)
1. The unique identifier for the factory asset
2. The “Base_Model_Type” custom iProperty
3. All Key Parameters
c. If applicable, EMB will extract the following information from any Virtual
Components inside of the factory assembly asset.
1. The “Base_Model_Path” custom iProperty
2. The “Base_Model_Type” custom iProperty
3. Any other custom iProperty, as these act as the key parameters for the
virtual components
d. EMB will then open the corresponding base model assembly, as noted by the
“Base_Model_Path” iProperty from the factory asset.
e. Inside the base model, EMB will take the stored key parameters or custom
iProperties (if generated from a virtual component) and apply them to the
assembly or component.
f. Using the “Copy” iLogic rule inside of each assembly base model, the following
folder structure will be automatically created:
1. The “Job Number” folder will be created (unless it already exists)
1. An “Engineering” Folder is created as a subfolder
a. The “Base Model” folder is created as a subfolder of the
Engineering folder
i. The “Base_Model_Type” custom iProperty is used
to create the specific base model folders to be
added to the “Base Model” folder
g. The “Copy” iLogic rule will cycle through all of the components and check the
“Component_Type” custom iProperty.
1. If the “Component_Type” value is Standard, the component is simply
reused and NOT copied
2. If the “Component_Type” value is Custom, then the following occurs:
1. The key parameters or virtual component custom iProperties are
applied to the custom components
a. If the custom component does NOT contain the identical
key parameter name, then that parameter value is skipped.
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2. The “Base_Model_Type” iProperty value is pushed into the
“NewFileNameLocation” parameter to determine which folder this
component is to be copied into.
3. The unique identifier from the factory asset is pushed into the
“NewFileNamePrefix” parameter which is used to create the
unique file name for the copied component.
4. The component is flexed and copied to the new custom location
h. Once the custom component is flexed and copied, the drawings are also copied
and updated based on model changes.
1. The drawing is copied to the same location as the corresponding
component and given the same file name prefix.
2. Model updates are used to manipulate the geometry and dimensions of
the drawing views.
3. iLogic rules within the drawings will reposition and rescale the views, as
the size of the model components changes.
4. After all updates have been applied, the drawings are saved.
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6. If desired, and engineering layout is created.
a. All components are placed into the engineering layout, with factory layout
orientations and positions applied and then everything is grounded into place.

Advantages – What we like about this approach
Process Advantages – Making the everyday stuff better
1. Models are quickly assembled during the quoting phase, by using Factory Design
Utilities for what those tools are very good at.
2. Sales Engineers and estimators can build estimating models, fully vetted and approved
by engineering, which are used to drive the engineering models later.
3. The asset and engineering models are very consistent due to a common starting point.
4. Non – Asset Models that are placed in the asset layout (and do not have any
corresponding engineering models) are simply passed through with the design copy.
This enables users to plan for custom design components, but not have to fully develop
them in the quoting stage.
5. By utilizing iLogic rules and coding to completely manage the parametric models, time
configuring designs can be reduced.
6. Drawings are copied and modified as well
7. The process acts like a copy design, but there is no configurating the copy design
parameters, since that is handled by the asset & base models. Therefore “copy design”
time can be reduced.

Management Advantages – Helping out on the back end
8. Only custom parts are copied over to the job location, standard parts are simply reused,
which results in a cleaner job folder file structure.
9. Since virtual components are utilized inside of the factory asset models and only truly
custom models are copied to engineering models, Vault doesn’t get clogged with
unnecessary data.
10. By using a link to copy, the base models can be updated using normal engineering
processes, which may not necessarily impact the factory assets.
a. For example, if the way that an assembly gets welded, or if different shims and
fasteners are required for assembly, those can be edited in the base model and
the factory asset wouldn’t even have to be touched.
11. Since iLogic is being used for the copying process and to configure the models, users
can customize the file storage locations and how the base models react to the
parameters that are passed in. One simply needs to know how to work with iLogic code.
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Current Limitations / Things to watch out for – Nothing in this life is perfect
Limitations – We hit a wall
Due to the nature of how some of the design accelerator components are configured and edited,
iLogic is not capable of making the behind the scenes copying that we required. Therefore,
currently, we cannot include Frame Generator, Tube & Pipe or Cable & Harness into the base
models. Those components must be added after the model is copied. To get around this, one
can create sketches and work geometry, that can be copied and modified, to help expedite that
process.

Things to Watch Out For – Not problems, more like cautions
All the engineered models are grounded in place, there are no constraints, in the engineered
layout model. While I myself and many others may not consider this a limitation, in some
scenarios, it may be nice to utilize joints and constraints to enable motion, positional
representations, etc. If a user ends up removing the grounded condition and moving the
engineered model, there is not currently an automatic way to recover the original positioning.
Every time the EMB utility is engaged, the engineering layout model will always be overwritten,
unless a new file name is specified in the EMB dialog box. This ensures that everything is upto-date and aims to keep things consistent within the Vault. This means that users must be
careful about changes made to this engineering layout, because these changes could be lost.
The primary suggestion is to wait until jobs are won and major details settled with the customer
before engaging in the conversion process to engineering models. Our second suggestion is to
create subassemblies and then use this structure within the top-level assembly. If the
engineering layout gets recreated, one can replace the copied engineering models with the subassemblies. See the image below for an example of this demotion process.

Demote the engineered model to a new subassembly
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Additionally, if the engineering layout already exists and has been checked into Vault, EMB
cannot overwrite the engineering layout, unless that file is checked out first. Therefore, a user
must open the engineering layout, check it out and leave it checked out when closing the layout.
This will enable EMB to overwrite the engineering layout file. Again, our recommendation is to
wait until very late in the process to convert the factory layout to the engineering layout model.

Checking out the engineering layout and keeping it checked out will allow EMB to update the file
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Future Enhancements – Which stars we’ll shoot for
Things we’d like to evaluate, besides overcoming the limitations
1. With the release of Inventor 2019, applying constraints is much easier in iLogic. It might
be nice to apply iLogic rules in the assembly template that will use this new functionality
to apply constraints between preconfigured Inventor geometry, like named faces for
mating for example. This way components could potentially be added in a more on the
fly fashion and automatically assembled together.
2. If there’s a desire to more consolidate the process, the “Copy” iLogic rule could be built
into the add-in to control all the process functionality in one location.
3. Build in logic to the add-in to offer the users the opportunity to save copied engineering
data in any location that they’d like
4. To further refine the process, Vault API code could be added to manage some of the
check-in / check-out operations that are manually performed now.
5. Autodesk has recently released some API functionality for placing and manipulating
factory assets in a factory layout. We’d like to do some exploring to see if even the
placing and configuration of assets can be automated on the front end, so that sales
staff can generate their own projects without having to use the CAD tool, but still creating
the required quote models.
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If you have any questions or would like to contact me, please feel free to do
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